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The paper provides the description of two phonological systems, one with a categori
cal rule, the other with a free-variation pattern, both concerning the use of linking r.
First, it shows that free variation may be captured by the Local Dynamic Reranking
concept. The concept does not presume the existence of separate constraint rankings
within a given accents, it merely recognizes locally fuzzy areas being determined by
sociolinguistic and other factors.

Thus free variation (the existence of separate, apparently conflicting variants:
rhoticity-nonrhoticity) may not only be described but also explained within a single
theoretical framework. Obviously a lot remains to be done in the field of how stati
cally undetermined (neutralized) rankings are dynamically ranked and what causes
the fuzziness of local neutralized areas within constraint rankings.

Second aside from the explanation ofthe phenomenon offree variation, the present
study attempts to avoid the arbitrariness of the choice of free variants. By combining
constraints and underlying forms (floating nature) the paper shows that a given sound
appears where it does but also why it is this particular sound that surfaces. It appears
that with the amalgam of both markedness constraints and carefully justified possible
underlying representations will one be able to come completely to terms with surface
phonological variation which is so much a part of any linguistic interaction in any
human language.

The following presents various non-rhotic patterns found in RP and subsequently
offers a unified phonological description within the framework ofOptimality Theory.
The paper attempts to account for phonological variability which may be socially/
stylistically conditioned.

1 This paper is primarily based on chapter 6 (the appendix) of Ostalski (2004), where both
the formal mechanism of Optimality Theory and rhotic variations are discussed in greater
detail.
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1.1. The Data 

We begin our investigation of non-rhoticity in Received Pronunciation, the
accent which enjoys the highest overt prestige in England. Geographically, RP is
associated with England, though not with any particular locality within England. It
displays the linking-r pattern described in classic textbook accounts (Jones 1956;
Gimson 1962). In this accent, we find r-zero alternations in morpheme-final posi
tions, with the consonantal alternant appearing pre-vocalically. The overall distribu
tional pattern may be illustrated as in ( 1)

(I) 

_C(#) beard brod
#C clear the kho fo
# clear klro
#V clear up khorxp
V clearing klrornj 

1.2. The Selection of Underlying Forms 

Before we will attempt to describe this pattern in terms of Optimality Theory, we
have to resolve the question of the structure of possible underlying forms (inputs).
Given the nature of the alternations, we face the choice of input (underlying) form
with r present or absent. (Let us note that the following discussion concerns domain
final environments, as there is no need to posit underlying rhoticity in other environ
ments; all synchronie reflexes of diachronic sequences [VrC] and [VC] are categori
cally leveled (e.g. thought and fort both rhyme) and rhotic pronunciation never sur
faces. If we select the underlyingly non-rhotic form, then the contrast between words
with historical sequence [Yr#] and words with the sequence [V#] is lost, in other
words the conditioning factor disappears. This situation may be dealt with under the
criterion of surface (output) predictability. Given a set of morphemes which shows an
alternation between segments X and Y and another set which only ever contains X
(in our case, for example, bar ([r-0]) and ma ([0])), we assume that Y is underlyingly
present in the alternating set. The X alternant in the latter set is then derived by
process. If we were to choose X as underlying in the alternating cases, the process
necessary to derive the Y alternant would be unable to distinguish between the alter
nating and non-alternating forms (loss of the conditioning factor).

Applying this criterion to the analysis of alternation found in RP, we can taker to
be present in the input form. However, instead of assuming that r consonant in this
context occupies any kind of syllabic position, we propose that domain-final r is lexi
cally a 'floating' segment (cf. Harris 1994) with no syllabic position of its own, but
with melodic specification. The surface appearance of r would then be envisaged as
linking under specific circumstances (docking) of a floating (not linked) melodic
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element to the syllabic skeleton. The advantages of this type of treatment of the un 
derlying form of linking r are twofold: 

The 'floating' nature of domain final r means that the segment behaves in a dual 
manner: it is not visible syllabically (unless docked), while being visible melodi 
cally. Given such a representation, it is possible to assume that the floating seg 
ment can be lexically retained as a reflex of historical r in a non-rhotic system 
even after the constriction has been lost. This squares with the crucial fact that 
the linking r phenomenon is more influenced by the lexical specification (whether 
or not the letter r is in spelling; whether or not r is 'etymological') than by 
a general phonological rule. Thus the 'floating' r sidesteps the issue of whether 
linking r is a distributional constraint (r only before vowels), or whether it is the 
output of a dynamic derivational rule (be itr-deletion or r-insertion). The depen 
dence of the r~0 alternations upon lexical specification (spelling) rather than 
upon the application of a specific phonological rule may be illustrated by the 
following excerpt (Wells 1982, pp. 114-5; bold mine): 

But the speaker of a non-rhotic accent wishing to adopt a rhotic accent has more of 
a problem. He needs an [r]-insertion rule [ ... ] to turn [fam] into [farm] [ ... ], yet the 
[r]-insertion rule will still yield hypercorrections if applied indiscriminately after the cor 
rect vowels. It will change not only farm, banner, corn, beer, but also calm, Anna, dawn, 
and idea, to the inappropriate [karm, 'eenor], etc. [ ... ]. In fact, knowledge of spelling 
helps: anyone who can spell correctly will be able to identify the words where change is 
appropriate by the r in the orthographic representation. Experience shows, however, that 
it is very difficult for a Londoner, for example, to avoid using absurd pronunciations like 
[ dorn ], [ ar'dror] when imitating an American or Scottish accent. When personally attempting 
this feat, I find that constant vigilance is called for ( and I am fortunate enough to be a good 
speller). 

The excerpt serves to illustrate several points, some of which will be taken up in 
due course. It should, however, be discernible that linking r is a victory of lexical 
specification over a generalized phonological rule. (Incidentally, the excerpt points to 
the possible routes of diachronic processes that led to the development of non-rhotic 
patterns [linking and intrusive r's]. As linking r relies heavily upon the spelling, it is 
highly unlikely that the intrusive r pattern could have evolutionarily arisen from it. 
We would rather posit independent developments or the rise of linking r from the 
intrusive r pattern due to the influence of literacy [spelling]). 

The 'floating' r account does not postulate the existence of an underlying r in 
non-alternating forms (north, corn, cart etc.), whereas the traditional r-dropping 
account does (Gussmann 1980, Wells 1982). If r were assumed to be underlyingly 
present in such forms as fort, farther, then this would also have to be tnie of 
historically r-less forms, such as thought,father. Given the historical merger, the 
not-so-ideal speaker has no way of recovering ( other than spelling) the original 
contrast between [Yr] and [V] in these contexts (thought and fort rhyme categori 
cally). 
One obvious consequence, which for some will unquestionably be recognized as 

a disadvantage, of adopting floating ras the underlying form is allowing two different 
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underlying forms for the same word in two different accents (e.g. car RP [kar],
G(eneral)A(merican) [kar]; with [i'] denoting a 'floating' sound), which may be seen
as counter-intuitive at first glance, given the obvious historical relation that rhotic
accents bear to non-rhotic varieties. This, however, does not necessarily have to be
seen as a disadvantage as we are compelled to answer a methodologically primitive
question of whether diachronic facts are to be attributed to the speaker's knowledge
and consequently should a synchronie analysis really be a disguised version of the
history of the language.

The answer adopted here is a committed no. The assumption that non-rhotic
accents are underlyingly rhotic and that with speakers of, say RP, historical r is lexi
cally recoverable in all contexts, for example through continued exposure to the original
rhotic model may be shown to be false by the excerpt quoted from Wells or by observ
ing the distributional patterns obtaining in accents with intrusive r, where the con
trast between historical sequences [Yr] and [V] in domain-final positions has been
completely obliterated and r is not at all recoverable.

1.3. OT Account 

1. 3.1. Preview of OT Constraints 

Having established the tentative form of the input, we proceed to identifying
crucial constraints involved. Two families of constraints are posited to comprehen
sively explain the data in RP and in languages in general: FAITH(FULNESS) and
MARK(EDNESS). FAITH constraints monitor the phonetic realization of underly
ing featural, segmental, and suprasegmental material. In this capacity, they ban dele
tion or addition of non-underlying features, segments, and morae. In contrast, MARK
constraints monitor macrosegmental details such as syllable and feature associations
ranging across segments. It is understood that MARK constraints serve to make
a sound sequence as unmarked as possible in that they favor the realization of natural
linguistic processes (assimilations, reductions, etc.).

In (2), the primary constraints to be used in this study are summarized. Others
will be introduced and discussed as the need arises. They are grouped by category:
FAITH constraints are listed in (2a), and MARK constraints are listed in (2b).

(2) Principal constraints used in the study
a. FAITH category: underlying material is preserved
IDENTSYLL 
Syllabic structure of the input is to be preserved in the output; Don 1 delete, 
don't insert. 

To take a simple example: the syllabic structure O(nset)N(ucleus)C(oda) of the
input does not violate lDENTSYLL iff the syllabic structure of the output is ONC.
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IDENTMEL 
Melodic content of a given input segment is to be preserved in the corre 
sponding output segment. Don't assimilate, don t dissimilate 

e.g.: the melodic sequence of the output [kxm] does not violate !DENTMEL iff the 
melodic sequence of the input is [kxrn], 

b. MARK category: minimize articulatory effort. We will also use provi 
sionally the following MARKEDNESS constraints of: 

NoCooA 
Syllables do not have codas 

e.g. the sequence [CV] will not violate the constraint, whereas [VC] will 

NoCoMPLEX0NSET 
Onsets cannot be complex 

e.g. the sequence [CV] will not violate the constraint, whereas [CCV] will. 

FILLNUC 
Nucleus positions must be filled with segments 

1.3.2. Categorical linking r in RP 

In view of this distributional property observed in RP we propose a markedness 
constraint ( after McCarthy 1991): 

RONSET 
[r} occurs only in onsets 

e.g. [ka-rt] violates the constraint 

The RONSET constraint will generally be ranked very low in most languages. 
Before we proceed to illustrate OT account of r-0 alternation in RP, we need to 

note an interesting dual property of the 'floating' r. The 'floating' r is present as 
a melodic content not attached to any skeletal point, thus it will surface only if linked. 
Therefore, surface [r] will definitely violate lDENTSYLL, as a new skeletal point is 
created; while no surface r will mean the violation of lDENTMEL, there being no me 
lodic content equivalent to [r] in the output. 

We provide provisional tableaux for RP in 8 (a, b &c) with the following ranking: 
NoCoMONsET > > RONSET, FILLNuc > > loENTMEL > > IDENTSYLL 
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(8a) RP 'near' [m.i#]

INPUT [nra-r#] NoCoM RONSET

I 
FILLNUC IDENTMEL IDENTSYLL

ONSET
I 

[mo-r] I 
r in the coda * ! I * I 
[nro-cr»] I 

r unparsed * ! I 
I - 

[nro r-0] I I• 
I 

r in the onset of * ! 1, '* I 

an unfilled I 
I 

nucleus I 
I 

(nra-C] I 
C in the coda I * * ! 

I

[mo C-0] I 

C in the onset of I 
* * * ! I 

an unfilled I 

nucleus I 
I 

ar [nra] I * I

(8b) RP 'near the' [nro óo]

INPUT [nra-r óa] NoCoM RONSET 

I 

FILLNUC IDENTMEL IDENTSYLL 
ONSET 

[mo-r óa] I 
I 

r in the coda * ! I * 
I 

[nta<r> óo] I 

r unparsed * ! I ':

I 
[nro r-óo] I ,~ 

I
r in the onset * ! I * 
ar [nro óo] I

* I 

(8c) RP 'near is' [ruor 1z]

INPUT [nro-r rz] NoCoM RONSET

I 
FILLNUC IDENTMEL IDENTSYLL

ONSET

[ruo-r tz]
I 
I 

r in the coda * ! I * I 
[nro'<r> Iz] I 

r unparsed * ! I 
I ' 

ar [nra r-rz] I 
I 

r in the onset I * 
I * ! [rua Iz] I 
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1.3.3. Variable linking r in Adoptive-RP 

In the above, we have provided an OT analysis of categorical alternations in RP, 
presently we will attempt to provide a similar analysis of variable alternations. Vari 
ability has traditionally been avoided in phonological analyses (this usually stems 
from a very careful selection of analyzed material, e.g. see Harris (1994) and his 
accounts of rhoticity where variable r phenomena are absent), whereas it has occu 
pied a central position in sociolinguistics. Thus, whenever we encounter a variable 
phenomenon we possess plenty of descriptive material but very little in the way of 
explanatory theoretical accounts. The reason for this situation lies probably in the 
nature of the variable data which is not easily tackled in categorically binary (applies 
- does not apply) theoretical framework. Variability ( or free2 variation) features in 
any linguistic interaction and in all components of the language as frequently (if not 
more frequently) as categorical rules. Thus, ability to account for linguistic variation 
would constitute a considerable asset to any theoretical framework of linguistic de 
scription. 

In this section, we will analyze the variation found in Adoptive RP (Wells, 1982: 
283) i.e. that variety of RP spoken by adults who did not speak RP as children and 
adopted RP usually for social reasons the following excerpt illustrates the nature of 
the variation and provides the data (Wells, 1982, pp, 284-5): 

( ... ] Thus, one crucial characteristic of most speakers of adoptive RP is their lack of con 
trol over the informal and allegro characteristics of RP. [ ... ] Perhaps the most striking 
example of this phenomenon concerns [r] sandhi. In native-speaker RP it is usual to use 
sandhi /r/ in the appropriate places, in the environments where it is 'intrusive' (unhistorical, 
not corresponding to the spelling) just as in those where it is not. But the speech-conscious 
tend to regard intrusive [r] as incorrect, and hence attempt to avoid it. [ ... ] Thus we may 
expect to find sandhi [r] used freely in mainstream (native) RP, but sparsely in speech 
conscious adoptive RP. [ ... ]It should be understood that these are to be taken as tenden 
cies, not as absolute differences. 

The above excerpt mentions sandhi [r] which includes both linking and intrusive 
r phenomena. Intrusive r, however, will not be dealt with in the present section. Thus 
in adoptive RP the phrase near is would appear without any [r]. Therefore, it would 
seem to be appropriate to posit an r-less underlying form for the word near for ex 
ample, in view of the fact that in this type of accent [m~] does not alternate with 
[mar]. Nonetheless, the appearance of non-rhotic forms is only a general tendency 
and rhotic pronunciations with linking r do appear, however less frequently. Conse 
quently linking r is usually not categorical, typically it is sometimes applied, some 
times not, depending on speech rate, contextual style, and no doubt also random 
factors. We face, thus, a genuine case of free variation in adoptive RP. The variation 
in question is also occasionally found in RP itself, where less common alternative 

2 Free of any phonological conditioning, governed by factors such as tempo, style etc. 
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possibilities aside from linking [r] would include [?] or zero, e.g. near is [nrai'rz] or
[mo IZ].

Presently we will analyze non-rhotic pronunciations like [nto IZ]. It is evident
that in order to account for this type of surface forms, derived from underlying rhotic
forms, we need a different ranking of constraints than that used in, for example, 8a.
The underlying form posited will be rhotic, as it sometimes surfaces and we have to
be able to account for it - surface predictability. Additionally, making allowances for
all the previous arguments we will use 'floating' r approach.

We provide provisional tableaux for Adoptive RP in 9 with the following rank
ing: NoCoMONsET > > RONSET, FILLNuc > > IDENTSYLL > > IDENTMEL

(9a) Adoptive RP 'near is' [ruo Iz]

INPUT [ruo-r IZ] NoCoM RONSET 

I 
FILLNUC IDENTSYLL IDENTMELL 

ONSET 

[nra-r IZ l I

r in the coda * ! * 
[nto'<r> 12]
r unparsed * !
[nra r-12]
r in the onset * !
'ir [nro 12] * 

It should also be equally evident that the ranking exactly as that used for 8 (a, b &
c) is required to account for occasional linking r, thus:

(9b) Adoptive RP 'near is' [mar Iz]

INPUT [ruo-r 12] NoCoM RONSET FILLNUC loENTMEL IDENTSYLL
ONSET

[nta-r 12] I 
r in the coda * ! I * I 
[ruo-cr> 12] I 

r unparsed * ! I 
I 

ar [mo r-12] I 
I 

r in the onset I * 
I 

[ruo 12] I * !

Careful observation shows that it is only in the ranking of two constraints in 9a
and 9b - IDENTMEL and lDENTSYLL, that the two tableaux differ. To be able to account
for both rhotic and non-rhotic pronunciation of for example the phrase near is in
adoptive RP, both rankings (IDENTMEL > > lDENTSYLL - 9a, IDENTSYLL > > lDENTMEL -
9b) are required. Thus, we hypothesize the concept of LOCAL DYNAMIC RERANKING,
where contiguous constraints form a cluster ranked externally but neutral internally.
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Local Dynamic Reranking 

Free variation results from dynamic neutralization of rankings of locally contiguous 
constraints. 

Using our example of free variation between rhotic (linking r) and non-rhotic 
forms in adoptive RP the constraints lDENTMEL and IDENTSYLL form a local constraint 
cluster IDENTNEur; where ranking is statically neutralized - neither IDENTSYLL > > 
IDENTMEL, nor IDENTMEL > > IDENTSYLL, but dynamically determined (by extralinguistic 
factors - social class, tempo) as either IDENTSYLL > > IDENTMEL (non-rhotic [ nrc Iz] or 
IDENTMEL > > IDENTSYLL (rhotic, linking r [nrar Iz]; the cluster being ranked in rela 
tion to the remaining constraints. In other words, the hypothesis of Local Dynamic 
Reranking accounts statically for both rankings l\HoT,c: NoCoM >>ONSET>> RONSET 
> > FILLNUC > > IDENTMEL > > IDENTSYLL (jmor rzj) and R : NoCoM > > 

NONRHOTIC 

ONSET>> RONSET > > FILLNUC > > IDENTSYLL > > IDENTMEL (Inro rzj) at the same 
time, while the ranking is dynamically determined as RRHonc or RNONRHonc· 

We might also envisage free variation as a ranking (Rx) being a function (f) of 
style, tempo or other factors (C): Rx= f(C) 

We provide provisional tableaux for Adoptive RP in I O (a, b &c) with the follow 
ing ranking: NoCoMONsET > > RONSET, FILLNuc > > loENTNwr 

(!Oa) Adoptive RP 'near' [m;:i#] 

INPUT [nra-r #] NoCoM RONSET 

I 
FILLNUC IDENTNEUT 

ONSET IDENTSYLL < > IDENTMEL 

[rua-r] I 
I 

r in the coda * ! I * 
I 

[rua-cr»] I 

r unparsed * ! I 
I 

[mo r-0] I 
I 

r in the onset of I 
an unfilled I 

nucleus 
I 
I * ! * 

[ mo-C] I 
I 

C in the coda I * * ! 
I 

[nra C-0] I 

C in the onset of I * ! * * I 
an unfilled I 

nucleus I 
I 

cr[m;;i] I * I 
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(10b) Adoptive RP 'near the' [mo óo]

INPUT NoCoM RONSET I FILLNUC IDENTNEUT

[nra-r ó;i] ONSET IDENTSYLL < > IDENTMEL

[ruc-r ó;i] I 
I 

r in the coda * ! I * I 
[nra-cr> ó;i) I 

r unparsed * ! I 
I 

[nrc r-óo] I 
I 

r in the onset * ! I * 
er [me óo] I 

* I 

(10c) Adoptive RP 'near is' [mo 1z] - [mor 1z]

INPUT NoCoM RONSET I FILLNUC IDENTNEUT

[ruo-r Iz) ONSET IDENTSYLL < > IDENTMEL

[rna-r Iz] I 
I 

r in the coda * ! I * 
I 

[nrc-cr> Iz) I 

r unparsed * ! I 
I 

er [nra r-rz] I 
I 

r in the onset I * 
<? [ruo Iz) I 

* I 

We have to note that the tableau 1 Oe does not predict two winners, but that it
merely identifies the fact that the winner may be one of the two.

Thus, we have showed that it is possible to account for free variation using the
general OT framework with slight modification in the form of Local Dynamic
Reranking (clusters of neutralized ranking). There remains, however, one more pos
sible alternant aside from [r] and [0 ], namely [?]. Consequently our analysis will need
to incorporate not only [mo] or [mar], but also [nror] as possible variants (all in free
variation) of near in the phrase near is. 

We now tum to a possible constraint relating to the presence of [?]. In many
languages, the direct juxtaposition of vowels across a word boundary tends to lead to
the creation of an intervening segment, typically a glide or a glottal stop, as in two 
[w] of, two[?] of The excrescent segment can be viewed as a hiatus-breaker which
fills the otherwise vacant onset between the two nuclei. The glide realizations,
[w] and Li], only occur after a certain class of vowels, namely [i(:)], [1] and [u(:)], [u].
(see 1 I for English and Polish examples):
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( 11) 
he ought
my arms
may ask
beauty and
window open
now and then
you aren't
kontynuować
aktualny

hih:t 
mar'ormz 
mer'zesk 
bju.ri'zend 
wrndoo=oupn 
nauw;móen 
ju'<crnt 
konnnu'<ovcc 
aktu walni 

The backness of the glide is evidently determined by the nature of the preceding 
vowel - front [i] after a front vowel, back [w] after back. The hiatus glide can be 
straightforwardly explained as the spreading of an element from the first nucleus into 
the vacant onset, see 12: 

(12) 
N o N N o N 

I \ I I I \ I I 
X X X X X X X X 
\ 

I ---------- I \ 
I ---------- I 

i: (i) V u: (w) V 

[?] serves regularly in many languages as a syllable boundary marker, when the 
initial sound of the second syllable is a vowel. Thus, a hiatus of vowels belonging to 
different syllables ( especially when the second vowel is accented) may be separated 
by [?] instead of being joined by a vocalic glide (see 13 for Polish and English ex 
amples). 

(13) 
cooperate 
geometry 
reaction 
ream mac Ja 
jubileusz 

kou'Ycparert 
dyi'Yamatri 
ri'?cekSr;i 
re?aj1i'ma~a 
jub'i'Ieruj 

Additionally, any initial accented vowel may be reinforced by a preceding glottal 
stop when particular emphasis is placed on the word, whatever the preceding sound, 
e.g. Its [?] empty, I haven't seen [?] anybody, Shes [?] awfully good; or any vowel, 
initial in an accented morpheme, may receive this glottal reinforcement, e.g. It' un 
[?] eatable, such dis [?] order. A glottal stop may, indeed, be even encountered in 
places where spread linking [i] and [w] are usually found. This is most common 
before a vowel beginning an accented syllable, e.g. very angry [veri ?ceIJgri]. The 
appearance of a glottal stop in [V#V] sequences has some physiological basis: enough 
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air pressure has to be built under the glottis for full vocal folds vibration of the mor
pheme-initial vowel to take place right from the moment the vibration accompanying
the morpheme-final vowel has ceased. The momentary lack of voicing between the
two vowel marks the syllable boundary (between two vowels not constituting a diph
thong) or word boundary. It is worth stressing that it is perfectly possible to pro
nounce the two-vowel sequence with no glottal stop intervening, it is, however, more
optimal to produce a glottal stop (air-pressure build-up) between two vowels than not.

In view of the fact that the insertion or appearance of a glottal stop in morpheme
boundaries between different vocalic nuclei is quite a widespread and natural (un
marked) phenomenon we will need to devise a constraint regulating the issue. We
might resort to a well-established constraint of Onset (Prince& Smolensky 1995),
stating that syllables have onsets. Thus, the sequence [CVVC] would violate the con
straint, or alternatively we might establish a constraint banning the two-nuclei clus
ter. Both constraints, however, would not be capable of explaining why it is a glottal
stop that occurs in the environment in question. A more appealing alternative would
be to posit a markedness constraint (with physiological conditioning behind it) of
a default hiatus-breaker, but it would have to work more like a traditional rewrite rule
(V#V _.. V#?V) than a true OT constraint rule.

This said, we opt for yet another possibility, which was seized upon before, namely
the concept of floating sounds. It is precisely the same type of non categorical nature
of both [r] in domain final environments and[?] in domain-initial environments that
forces the choice of floating approach. The appearance of [?] is optional (although
widespread), to begin with, and then it competes with the glides in certain environ
ments. Because a glottal stop may be optionally used in all (V#V] environments and
glides only when the first vowel has a specific quality, we elect to assign the glottal
stop to domain-final environments which end with a vowel (on the surface) as
a floating element, more like the 'floating' r. The problem of this approach is that it
allows more than one floating element. The sensible question would then be: why?
We, however, will not enter the issue here and simply switch the perspective and
reformulate the question as: why not? Floating nature of any sound may be posited or
inferred when a given sound ever surfaces. The interaction of floating [?] and OT
may be seen in tableaux 14.

(14) I am [a1 rem] -[a1 ?rem]

INPUT [ar -?m] NoCoM NoConc 
I 

FILLNUC IDENTNEUT

ONSET IDENTSYLL < > IDENTMEL

[ar-? rem]
I 
I 

? in the coda * ! I * 
I 

[ar<?> rem] I 

r unparsed I * !I 

er [ar ?-rem] I 
I 

r in the onset I * 
er [ar rem]

I 
* I
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The analysis seems to work well and it accounts for free variation [ 0] - [?] in 
intervocalic environments. The floating account and its stress on form-coding rather 
than constraint operation begins, however, to rear its ugly head, when we apply it to 
adoptive RP pattern of domain-final [0] - [r] - [?] alternation (see 15). 

(15) near is [nror IZ] - [ma? Iz] - [m;} IZ] 

INPUT [mg-(r, 7) 12] IDENTNEUT 

IDENTSYLL < > IDENTMEL 

[mo-r 12] 
r in the coda * 
(mg? 12] 
r unparsed * 
[mg r-12] 
r in the onset * 
[mg 12] * 

As it is discernible, the constraint cluster is not able to differentiate between 
possible linking sounds. Taking above into consideration and also the fact the dual 
floating sounds seem to be a little bit too much, we return to a possible constraint 
pertaining to the possibility of[?] occurrence. 

We have shown at some length the need to introduce a new constraint instead of 
burying the sound in the underlying form. We will term the markedness constraint: 

Default Hiatus Breaker 

Syllabic sequence of two adjacent nuclei is realized as melodic [V?V]. 
Obviously, the constraint may be violated not only by linking or intrusive r but 

also by glide-spreading. We will have little to say about the latter case and will pro 
ceed to the full analysis of adoptive RP pattern (see 16). It is note worthy that DHB 
enters into ranking-neutralized cluster with lDENTNeur, NEUTR (IoENTNeur > > NEuTR; 
NEUTR > > IoENTNeur); the relative ranking of IDENTSYLL and IoENTMEL is immaterial 
with respect to DHB. 
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(16) near is [ruor IZ] - [mo? Iz] - [mo Iz]

INPUT [nro-r IZ] NoCoDA RONSET NEUTR 

DHB IDENTNEUT 

[nro-r IZ] ,''

r in the coda * ! * * * 
[nro-cr> IZ]
r unparsed * ! * 
[ma r-rz]
r in the onset * ! * 
[nro Iz] * ! ' * 
[rno-? Iz!
? in the coda * ! * * 
<? [nra ?-Iz]
? in the onset * * 

The second possible tableau (IDENTNEUr > > DHB) will result in patterns described
above. (r-present or absent). DHB seems to be a constraint tightly connected with
style and/or tempo of speech in English. Thus, the dynamic reranking with respect to
this constraint will be expected to be more likely in formal style and slower rate of
speech.

1.4. Conclusion 

On having completed the description of two phonological systems, one with
a categorical rule, the other with free-variation pattern, we will pass on to some con
cluding remarks. First, it has been clearly shown that free variation may be captured
by the Local Dynamic Reranking concept. The concept does not presume the exist
ence of separate constraint rankings within a given accents, it merely recognizes
locally fuzzy areas being determined by sociolinguistic and other factors. Thus free
variation (the existence of separate, apparently conflicting variants: rhoticity
nonrhoticity) may not only be described but also0 explained within a single theoreti
cal framework. Obviously a lot remains to be done in the field of how statically unde
termined (neutralized) rankings are dynamically ranked and what causes the fuzziness
of local neutralized areas within constraint rankings. Second aside from the explana
tion of the phenomenon of free variation, the present study attempted to avoid the
arbitrariness of the choice of free variants. By combining constraints and underlying
forms (floating nature) we have been able to show that a given sound appears where
it does but also why it is this particular sound that surfaces. It appears that with the
amalgam of both markedness constraints and carefully justified possible underlying
representations will one be able to come completely to terms with surface phonologi-
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cal variation which is so much a part of any linguistic interaction in any human
language.
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